
Bridge

It’s  not  just  a  Router,
 IT’S  AN  ENTIRE  AUDIO  INFRASTRUCTURE

the digital audio leaders

www.wheatstone.com
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YOU CAN START with a simple AES router with analog and digital
inputs and outputs. From there you can add logic I/O cards and
scheduling software; you can link multiple master bridge cages

together to achieve thousands and thousands of I/O ports; you can
create a custom system that includes multiple smaller remote satellite

cages— with everything interconnected via CAT5 or fiberoptic links.
BUT THAT’S JUST THE BEGINNING:  you can also add mix engine

cards, interface to your automation system; you can choose from an
entire family of WHEATSTONE GENERATION SERIES control surfaces

specialized for production room, on-air or voicetrack applications.
We also provide a full complement of Ethernet protocol remote

router control panels, as well as a complete family of plug-in
modules that interface the routing system to existing

Wheatstone digital and analog standalone consoles.
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Wheatstone BRIDGE Generation
Digital Audio Network System

 It provides twenty universal card slots; you can choose from
digital or analog input cards, digital or analog output

cards, logic I/O port cards, mix engine DSP cards,
cage-to-satellite network cards, and of course
CPU cards— and this is just for starters.

FAILSAFE DESIGN — The Bridge cage uses
remote power supplies for the ultimate in
reliability and is fitted with two metal mil spec
DC connectors to allow dual supply operation.

The Bridge can also support dual CPU cards
with automatic switchover and system

reporting in the event of a primary
failure. Naturally, configuration
information is stored in nonvolatile
RAM; you can also save this same

information onto an external laptop.
The cage can also house a standby mix engine card

with automatic fail-over in the event of a mix engine failure.

OUR BRIDGE ROUTER IS THE MOST VERSATILE CAGE AVAILABLE!

WHEATSTONE KNOWS RELIABILITY IS EVERYTHING.
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POWER SUPPLY DC power
supply connections are made by
means of metal mil spec multi-
pin connectors that provide a
secure cable link to an external
rackmount power supply. Two
connectors allow dual supplies
for failsafe redundancy.

DB-25 I/O CONNECTIONS
Gold-plated DB-25 connectors
with threaded locks provide a
secure means for digital and
analog audio connections.
They also provide plenty of
I/O pinouts for opto-isolated
logic modules.

OPTICAL CONNECTOR
Fiberoptic cables provide
the ultimate in signal
security. You can link
together cages or
satellites using one or
more of these ports.

SERIAL A and B  Think
of these connections as a
simple RS-232/485 trans-
port that can link those
signals between two
cages. For example, the
music server terminal in
your studio can feed the
music server hardware in
your equipment room.

ETHERNET This port
allows interface to a
desktop computer for
system configuration,
or to an Ethernet hub
that can tie to control
panels or Generation
Series control surfaces.

BNC CONNECTORS
The industry standard in
video-oriented facilities,
these are fitted with 75Ω
transformers to assure
compatibility with exist-
ing gear and eliminate
the need for awkward
interface boxes.

CAT5 CONNECTORS
For those engineers who
prefer the simplicity of
CAT5 interconnect and
the economy of such
cabling, these connect-
ors can really simplify
installation.

You can choose from a family of
I/O panels to match your equipment
or interface requirement. Pick from
110 ohm balanced DB connectors or

110 ohm CAT5 connections.

There’s also a 75 ohm BNC
option—a real plus for compatibility
in television facilities. Cage-to-cage

network connections can
be made by CAT5 or

 optical fiber links.

CAT5 Provides a
convenient cost sav-
ing method for
linking Bridge router
and Bridge satellite
cages together.

INTERCONNECT
FRIENDLY!

SYNC IN/OUT Because the Bridge sy-
stem utilizes sample rate converters on
all digital inputs it is not a requirement
that the system be synched. However,
some system designers prefer to use a
house sync to accommodate existing
audio equipment. The Bridge system
may either act as the source of the
facility’s house sync or be locked to an
external clock (connector C).

SERIAL INTERFACE
These connectors (A
and B) can interface to
station automation
and serial XY control-
ler devices that utilize
RS-232/485 protocols.

INTERCONNECT
FRIENDLY!
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Wheatstone BRIDGE Generation
SATELLITE ROUTER CAGE

THE SATELLITE ROUTER has all the
capabilities of our Bridge Router, only
scaled to meet the needs of most studio
locations. It uses the same card family as
the larger Bridge Router, assuring system
wide compatibility. It also has all the
functionality: routing, networking, mix-
ing and logic I/O—in any combination
desired. You can locate the mix engine in
your equipment room cage or in your
satellite cage, allowing you to configure
your surface and satellite to operate
together as an individual mix island. BEHIND THE COVER — The satellite router has ten

slots for the same family of cards as our Bridge cage:
route, mix, logic, CPU and network, plus a plug-in power
supply module (second redundant power supply mod-
ule optional; DSP/CPU fail-over also available). This
Wheatstone Satellite provides a lot of power in a 7”
rack space.

INSTALLATION IS SIMPLE — Just plug your local I/O and
logic into the rear DB connectors, your GENERATION
CONTROL SURFACE into the CAT5 interface, link up re-
mote locations via the other CAT5 connections and
YOU’RE READY TO GO!

Not Just a Satellite but a STUDIO-SIZED ROUTER
with All the POWER of it’s bigger brother, the Bridge Router!
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You can choose from a single rackmount power supply (see photo page 12) or the convenient
modular system shown above. It lets you have one to four independent power supplies plugged into
one 3-1/2” rackspace—each with its own AC power cord, DC output and front serviceable cooling fan.
Just two of these supply slots provides enough power to run a Generation Series control surface and
associated satellite cage, leaving the other two positions available for redundant power. The snap-on
front cover hides all mounting screws and matches the style of the Bridge and satellite cages.

Input/Output
Connections

Single Studio Set-Up showing
typical signal allocations

A System is only as reliable as the power it receives.



ETHERNET-BASED CONTROLLER MODULES:
JUST PLUG THEM IN to Wheatstone’s

previous and existing standalone digital
and analog mixing consoles. These
modules are intended for D series digital
consoles (models D-8000 and D-4000) and
A series analog consoles (models A-7000
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and A-5000). Choose from eight or sixteen
button source selectors, dual source select
panels, or even single and dual X-Y
panels—all are made to plug directly into
Wheatstone console module slots.



Nobody offers a wider range of
convenient and powerful Ethernet based
controllers than Wheatstone! A wide variety
of X and X-Y selectors will help keep your
network system future-proof.

ETHERNET BASED
RACKMOUNT CONTROLLERS
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MODULETTES! — Convenient and compact,
these can be dropped into virtually any console in
the industry. Small, yet with the brain power of an

Ethernet controller.



Combination
System

Multiple
Bridges

Multiple
Studios

Multiple
Bridges

Multiple
Satellites

Bridge

Multiple
Satellites

Bridge

Multiple
Studios

MULTIPLE CAGES CONNECTED
TO MULTIPLE SATELLITES: This
scheme can provide thousands and
thousands of interconnects and be
built to very large proportions. Mul-
tiple bridges are linked together in
the equipment room, and act as a
team feeding each of the studios.

A system can start out as a simple bridge router and be expanded to
a large distributed system with thousands of I/O and logic ports. Mix engine
cards can be added in the rackroom and/or in satellite locations, then be con-
nected to WHEATSTONE GENERATION SERIES control surfaces, providing a router
based mixing system. An extended family of ethernet control panels and console
control surfaces can accommodate all the requirements of large production
studios, on-air studios, news production areas, right on down to small voice-
track workstations. A perfect combination of applied network technology!

TRULY FLEXIBLE AND TRULY POWERFUL!

COMBINATION SYSTEMS can involve linked multiple bridges in the
rackroom, which can then feed studios, remote studio satellites or even
hardwire runs to other studios. This can often be a cost-effective hybrid
scheme when many of the shared resources are located in the equip-
ment rackroom or in studios laid out in close proximity to each other.
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TRULY FLEXIBLE AND TRULY POWERFUL!
A SINGLE CAGE can hold

twenty bridge cards with up to
320 AES I/O connections per
cage; or other combinations of
analog and logic I/O cards can
provide a great deal of shared
resources in a multi-room com-
plex.

A BRIDGE IN YOUR EQUIP-
MENT ROOM can feed MANY
satellite cages placed in remote
locations, each connected by
means of a single CAT5 or fiber
optic run. This can save MILES
of wire.

MULTIPLE BRIDGES IN ONE
ROOM: Multiple bridges can be
interconnected by means of a
single link cable to provide a system
with thousands of I/O and logic
ports.

A SINGLE CAGE can hold
twenty bridge cards with up to
320 AES I/O connections per
cage; or other combinations of
analog and logic I/O cards can
provide a great deal of shared
resources in a multi-room com-
plex.

A BRIDGE IN YOUR EQUIP-
MENT ROOM can feed MANY
satellite cages placed in remote
locations, each connected by
means of a single CAT5 or fiber
optic run. This can save MILES
of wire.

MULTIPLE BRIDGES IN ONE
ROOM: Multiple bridges can be
interconnected by means of a
single link cable to provide a system
with thousands of I/O and logic
ports.

MULTIPLE CAGES CONNECTED
TO MULTIPLE SATELLITES: This
scheme can provide thousands and
thousands of interconnects and be
built to very large proportions. Mul-
tiple bridges are linked together in
the equipment room, and act as a
team feeding each of the studios.

COMBINATION SYSTEMS can involve linked multiple bridges in the
rackroom, which can then feed studios, remote studio satellites or even
hardwire runs to other studios. This can often be a cost-effective hybrid
scheme when many of the shared resources are located in the equip-
ment rackroom or in studios laid out in close proximity to each other.



HIGH TECHNOLOGY in a BEAUTIFUL PACKAGE —
Incomparable quality, stainless steel construction with
non-glare plexiglas rear screen overlays, sealed switches,
and light pipe encoder indicators.

Press an input SET button and detailed infor-
mation pops up on the above screen, showing
complete channel status.

Colorful LCD bargraph metering shows both VU and peak ballistics as
well as gain reduction. Signal source and preset readouts, on-air and
channel status indicators keep the operator informed and error-free.

The Dynamics screen shows all gain reduction information
and parameter settings for a selected input channel.

THE G-9
REALLY PUTS CONTROL
IN A CONTROL SURFACE, WITH A
DISPLAY SYSTEM THAT LETS YOU MANAGE IT

You can select any combination of input signals in the entire Bridge system and
create a multitude of mixes from them. There’s enough mixing power to handle any live broadcast
segment or complex, layered production programming. And because the G-9 has onboard routing control, all
these mixes can be directed to any destination in your facility. Powerful built-in equalization and gain reduction
circuits let you tame and sweeten any signal you come across. To top it off, the G-9 can store, name and recall
surface settings. Multiple LCD displays show both input channel signal level and gain reduction metering as well
as channel status and source information. All output mixes are fully metered, and complete EQ, gain reduction
settings and channel info is displayed on full-color pop-up screens (previous displays restored after timeout).
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GENERATION-9
The On-Air Control Surface
with Production Tools

Realtime EQ response curves pop up when a knob is turned
(timer display carries forward to be always visible).

A DIGITAL SUPERPHONE
section has four faders dedicated

specifically to phone-in segments and
provides error-free interface to four callers or

remotes, with independent caller and fader feeds,
user-selectable talkback communication plus adjacent

channel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps the
operator on top of things.
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DIRECT ACCESS TO POWERFUL FEATURES!
• programmable EQ and

dynamics
• four stereo output busses
• four stereo auxiliary sends
• eight mix-minus outputs
• Bus-Minus® output with

individual TB and SOLO on
every input channel

• fullscale digital peak and
VU metering

• extensive Talkback and
communication circuits

• two studios, control room
and headphone circuits

• function lockout feature
• programmable source access
• independent operation

(no PC required)
• intuitive graphic interface

setup software
• logic follow source

• on-air safety locks

• event storage and recall

• 12 user-programmable
switches, 4 programmable
Talkback switches

• automation-friendly protocol

• event scheduling software
available

• automatic failsafe DSP card
option

• automatic failsafe CPU card
option

• switched meters with
system-wide access

The Generation -9 has control room, headphone
and two studio outputs, each with independent source
selection and DIM functions. There’s quick access to
the main program busses, plus a programmable preset
or access to any other source system-wide (signal
visibility software controlled). The console can also
have four presettable direct talkback outputs and even
has a dozen additional programmable buttons that
may be used for intercom functions or salvo triggers.

It has a comprehensive logic management system that
allows machine control follow upon selection, on-air
safety lockouts, source visibility restrictions, and even
event scheduling software. The switched meters have
system-wide access—you can check the on-air program
feed from your production room or even your remote’s
incoming signal—a powerful analytical tool. The G-9
smoothly integrates digital audio with digital
technology.

NO KNOB SHARING TO SURPRISE THE OPERATOR!



Compact low profile styling
gives visual impact to your studio,
yet preserves valuable space.

THE GENERATION-5 IS THE DIGITAL CONTROL
SURFACE BEST DESCRIBED AS A CULMINATION
OF ALL THIS EXPERIENCE. It provides a straight-
forward operational surface with the benefits
of digital technology and the graphics of digi-
tal display. Like other GENERATION SERIES
consoles, it gives you the flexibility of system-
wide source, mix, and destination control, a
powerful mix-minus section, and an event
store, name and recall system. Because of its
DSP-based mixing it can also furnish remote
and telcom functionality on any of the input
faders without fear of feedback—a real plus
to operators.

A POWER SUPPLY can be both attractive and reliable.
Choose from the single 3-1/2” rackmount unit shown here or
the modular system shown on page four. All our power sup-
plies are task-designed and rigorously tested for reliability and
emissions. No OEM supplies are permitted.
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The same technology as our larger
Generation consoles, with no
compromise in flexibility—just a
differently tailored tool set .

While the G-5 FEELS like an analog console,
it provides all the benefits of a digital control surface.
ONE WIRE from this surface can control THOUSANDS of
wires in your technical operations center. Naturally, all your
digital sources stay digital and your analog sources are switched digital,
eliminating crosstalk and noise. And since your entire system is software
based, you can accommodate any format with a press of a button.

Press a channel SET button and a timed display
pops up revealing complete channel information.

Program and Switched meters are shown in seam-
less LCD format with both peak and VU ballistics.
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WHEATSTONE HAS BUILT
THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF RADIO CONSOLES

AND OVER A THOUSAND DIGITAL CONSOLES

GENERATION-5:  The Surface with
the Power and Features Stations
Demand the Most

The G-5 has many of the options also
available on larger Generation consoles,
such as automatic fail-over DSP and CPU
cards, redundant power supplies, schedul-
ing software and studio mounted satellite
cages that can be configured to mix inde-
pendently from the main routing system.

You Can Have ANY Signal
anyWHERE in your Studio!

GENERATION-5:  The Surface with
the Power and Features Stations
Demand the Most

The same technology as our larger
Generation consoles, with no
compromise in flexibility—just a
differently tailored tool set .

WHEATSTONE HAS BUILT
THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS OF RADIO CONSOLES

AND OVER A THOUSAND DIGITAL CONSOLES



• event storage and recall

• router source selection

• four stereo output busses

• eight mix-minus outputs

• CR, studio and headphone
monitors, each with inde-
pendent source selection

• built-in timer and clock

• dual-mode metering for all
signals

• pan/bal and mode control
on all input channels

• opto-isolated machine logic

• logic follow source

• programmable muting

• mix destination control

• PFL/CUE function

• fader null indicators (LCD
screen)

• channel status indicators

• redundant power supply
option

• automatic failsafe DSP card
option

• automatic failsafe CPU card
option

• on-air safety locks

• switched meters with
system-wide access

G-5 FEATURES

THE RIGHT CONTROLS IN THE RIGHT PLACE
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 We know START/STOP buttons take a beating. That’s why we use magnetic reed switches with stain-
less steel switchguards. We’ve put the monitor circuits right where the operator needs them, with bright
eight-character LED alpha displays to keep sources clear and quick direct access to the four main program
busses—plus an encoder selector giving complete access to the entire system if desired.



GENERATION-8:  The On-Air Control
Surface for High-Traffic Studios

 ONE CAT5 WIRE conveys all the control from
this surface to Wheatstone’s Bridge System. You
can bring any system audio source (inputs or mixes)
to any console fader or monitor pot (source
visibility software controlled). You can set destina-
tions for mixes, aux sends and MXMs to anywhere
in your facility. For example, you could allow (or
software disallow) your news console to go to your
on-air chain, or feed any mix desired to a talent or
remote position.

YOU CAN STORE AND NAME switch and fader settings
for each operator’s task and recall them by simply spin-
ning an encoder and hitting a TAKE button. And like our
larger G-9, the G-8 has 12 user-programmable switches for
salvos and intercoms plus additional programmable TALK
buttons for intercom or IFB functions. And with full color
LCD display screens the operator will know for certain that
his signal is clean, his sources correct, and his preset signal
is ready and waiting. The G-8 has the layout and features
to let your operators work fast and accurately.
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QUALITY IS EASY TO IDENTIFY WITH STAINLESS

STEEL CONSTRUCTION, EASY SERVICING, AND

 A CLEAN YET COMPACT LAYOUT.

The POWER of a Network Surface
with the FEEL of a Traditional Console!

THIS MAJOR MARKET CONSOLE
CAN HANDLE ALL THE CALL-INS
AND REMOTES YOU’LL ENCOUNTER

Four faders dedicated specifically
to call-in segments provide error-free
interface to four callers or remotes,
each with independent caller feed,
independent fader feed, user-
selectable talkback communication
and adjacent channel linking. A
dedicated LCD display screen keeps
the operator informed and in control.

The POWER of a Network Surface
with the FEEL of a Traditional Console!



SPECIFICATIONS
ANALOG  DIGITAL

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
± .1dB  ± .1dB (20Hz-20KHz)

MAXIMUM INPUT
+24dBu  0dBFS

NOMINAL LEVEL
+4dBu  –20dBFS (unity gain)

HEADROOM
+20dB  +20dB

THD+N (20Hz-20KHz)
<.01%(+4dBu) <.003%(+24dBu)
<.0002% (–20dBFS)

NOISE
<–80dBu  <–120dBFS

DYNAMIC RANGE
104dB  120 dB

CROSSTALK
<100dB  <120dB (20Hz-20KHz)

A/D and D/A CONVERTERS
24 bit

INPUT SAMPLE RATE
variable, SRC (8K-96K)

OUTPUT SAMPLE RATE
fixed: 44.1K or 48K
(can be externally driven)

INPUTS
20KΩ line level BAL  75/110Ω AES/SPDIF

OUTPUTS
10Ω line level BAL  75/110Ω AES/SPDIF

X–Y CONTROLLERS
up to 253 external hardware controllers
(software controllers unlimited)

CONSOLE INTERFACE
up to 32 Wheatstone consoles

CONTROLLER DISPLAYS
8-character, user programmable

AUTOMATION INTERFACE
available via RS-485 or Ethernet;
3rd party or Wheatstone
(optional Event Scheduler software)

SALVOS
via configuration software*

CONTROLLER SIGNAL VISIBILITY
via configuration software*

SIGNAL FORMATS
mono, stereo, 5.1 surround
via configuration software*

POWER SUPPLY
external, with optional redundant
power supply & failsafe interface

MAXIMUM SIGNAL CAPACITY
2048 channels

AES OUTPUT EYE PATTERN
±500mV, 10nsec to 155nsec

*included on software CD

BRIDGE GENERATION PERFORMANCE  SPECIFICATIONS

Copyright © 2004 by Wheatstone Corporation

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.com

Specs & features subject to change w/o notice

G-3:  The Not-So-Small GENERATION SERIES Surface
A lot of power in a small footprint! This

eight-fader control surface has more power than most
audio control consoles on the market. It’s got four stereo
program mixes, eight mix-minus busses, and the ability
to select ANY source in the entire Bridge system and send
it to any fader or monitor circuit (source visibility may
be software configured). The G-3 provides monitoring
for control room, headphone AND studio, which has its
own source selection and talkback. Bright, easy-to-read

Complies with Part 15 of the FCC RulesMade in USA
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8-character LED dot matrix displays are included above
each fader and monitor, so your operator stays in control.
The console even has 8 programmable buttons that can
be used as configuration presets or to trigger salvos. The
G-3 is available as a 4-fader voicetrack package or can
be ordered in a 20-fader air studio version, complete with
four stereo LED meter displays. It’s the ideal console for
a small-to-medium market on-air studio or a large market
voicetrack or newsroom work surface.




